Development of porous PEG hydrogels that enable efficient, uniform cell-seeding and permit early neural process extension.
Three-dimensional polymer scaffolds are useful culture systems for neural cell growth and can provide permissive substrates that support neural processes as they extend across lesions in the brain and spinal cord. Degradable poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG) gels have been identified as a particularly promising scaffold material for this purpose; however, process extension within PEG gels is limited to late stages of hydrogel degradation. Here we demonstrate that earlier process extension can be achieved from primary neural cells encapsulated within PEG gels by creating a network of interconnected pores throughout the gel. Our method of incorporating these pores involves co-encapsulating a cell solution and a fibrin network within a PEG gel. The fibrin is subsequently enzymatically degraded under cytocompatible conditions, leaving behind a network of interconnected pores within the PEG gel. The primary neural cell population encapsulated in the gel is of mixed composition, containing differentiated neurons, and multipotent neuronal and glial precursor cells. We demonstrate that the initial presence of fibrin does not influence the cell-fate decisions of the encapsulated precursor cells. We also demonstrate that this fabrication approach enables simple, efficient and uniform seeding of viable cells throughout the entire porous scaffold.